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Building Resiliency as a
protective factor to suicide
and rising suicide rates

RESILIENCE V. HARDINESS

Resilience 1.The capacity to recover quickly from difficulties; toughness.
II.The ability of a substance or object to spring back into
shape; elasticity.

-

AREAS OF RESILIENCE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ATTACHMENT
IDENTITY
SELF ESTEEM
HARDINESS
PURPOSE

Attachment
“For infants, having a primary adult who is caring
for them in sensitive ways, one who can perceive,
make sense of, and respond to their needs, gives
them a feeling of safety. The sense of well being
that emerges from predictable and repeated
experiences of care creates what attachment
theory pioneer John Bowlby called a “secure
base”.”

( Siegel and Hartzell, 2003 pg.101)
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Overview of Adult Attachment Categories—Children
will carry patterns into adulthood and then transmit
patterns to their own children

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

SECURE COMFORTED BY CLOSENESS WITH
PARENTS.
AVOIDANT MANAGES ANXIETY THROUGH
AVOIDANCE OF FEELINGS AND CLOSENESS.
NON SECURE/AMBIVALENT MANAGES ANXIETY BY
CONTROL/DEMANDS.
DISORGANIZED WANTS CLOSENESS WITH PARENT
BUT FEARFUL OF PARENT.

—

SECURE RELATIONSHIPS ARE A BUFFER TO
ANXIETY.
DISMISSIVE MANAGES ANXIETY THROUGH
AVOIDANCE OF FEELINGS AND CLOSENESS.
PREOCCUPIED MANAGES ANXIETY BY
CONTROL IN RELATIONSHIPS.
DISORGANIZED/UNRESOLVED DISORIENTED
WITH RESPECT TO LOSS OR ABUSE MEMORIES.

—

CHILDHOOD CATEGORIES

-

ADULTHOOD CATEGORIES

Preverbal implicit memories that support acceptance, love and secure attachment lead to greater
Resilience.

Secure/ Earned Secure Attachment

-

-

1. GOOD CAPACITY FOR SELF REGULATION.
2. STRONG, POSITIVE SENSE OF SELF.
3. BASIC SENSE OF TRUST IN OTHERS.
4.CAPACITY TO GIVE AND RECEIVE COMFORT/AFFECTION.
5. SELF AWARE.
6. ATTUNED TO OTHERS.
7. COHERENT STORY ABOUT CHILDHOOD

Secure/ Earned Secure attachment positive beliefs
1. It’s safe to love & trust.
2. I belong.
3. It’s safe to have feelings.
4. It’s safe to be vulnerable.
5. I can ask for help.
6. I can accept comfort.
7. I can count on my parent.
8. I am loved and lovable.

“The early years of a child's
development in promoting the
resilience that protects from suicide…
are essential”.

fi

Ivbijaro G, Kolkiewicz L, Goldberg D, et al. Preventing suicide, promoting resilience: Is this achievable from a global perspective?
Asia-Paci c Psychiatry. 2019;11:e12371. https://dio.org/10.1111/appy.12371

What Can You Do?
1. HEAL THE WOUNDED INNER CHILD

2. ~Work toward an earned secure Attachment~
Anxious- nding value and meaning in yourself without the need of another person
Avoidant- learn to identify, feel and express a fu range of emotions in relationships and self
Disorganized- heal the trauma, link the narrative with emotions, restore self-esteem, develop a coherent system of belief

.
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about your story
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IDENTITY

IDENTITY FORMATION- Identity formation is the process of developing a sense of who one is and what one
stands for
“The adolescent mind is essentially a mind or moratorium, a psychosocial stage between childhood and
adulthood, and between the morality learned by the child, and the ethics to be developed by the adult”
(Erikson, 1963, p. 245)
A framework has to be established. The irst framework of any child is the attachment pattern they go into
school age years with from pre school age years.

The Ant Effect:

When there is a set of values (whether internal or external) that are ignored, set aside and not
listen too. When I person decides to forgo their own values to belong, be accepted and decides
to follow. This allows you to avoid con ict, keep the status-quo, and make it through the day
with the least amount of pain possible. Over time their values can not be trusted to be important
or matter enough to have value.

f

fi

fl

The Chameleon Effect:

When a person is willing to trade, change, or adopt new values that are contrary to previous values. A
person who changes their values to belong or t in over time is unable to determine which of the
values they have are theirs, another, or unwanted all together. In order to have some sense of self we
become what others want us to be and have no means by which to challenge the perception of self.
This creates an identity crisis that derives from self-betrayal.
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SELF ESTEEM

“Self-esteem is a realistic, appreciative opinion of oneself. Realistic means
accurate and honest. Appreciative implies positive and liking. Self-esteem
involves a clear view of self… Deep inside at the core, they are quietly glad
to be who they are ”. (Shiraldi, 2009 pg. 285)

Your feeling “ I am of no Value” is wrong.
Absolutely wrong.
-The Dalai Lama

Self-Esteem

3.Growing

1.“Unconditional”
Worth

2.“Unconditional”
Love

Schiraldi, G. R. (2001). Self-Esteem and How it develops. In The Self-Esteem Workbook (1st ed., Vol. 1, Ser. 1, pp. 25). essay, New Harbinger Publications.

The study found that as self-esteem increases, positive
thinking and social support also increase, which leads to
an increase in resilience.
Matel-Anderson, D. M., Bekhet, A. K., & Garnier-Villarreal, M. (2018). Mediating effects of positive thinking and social support on suicide resilience. Western Journal
of Nursing Research, 41(1), 25–41. https://doi.org/10.1177/0193945918757988

An individual’s perception of having resilience was found to relate to a decrease in suicide ideation
(Cleverly & Kidd, 2011).
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What Can You Do?
1. Develop a new sense of identity
by recognizing, growing and
connecting to “Unconditional
Worth” and “Unconditional
Love”

2. Live a value driven life as free as
possible from defense
mechanism, that is not reenacting the past.

 


-

 


3. Limit Social Media. Stop
comparing your practice tape to
their highlight reel.

BUILD
SESSION CODE:

HARDINESS
~3 pillars

~


1.Commitment
2.Control
3.Challenge

COMMITMENT
We commit to the challenge ahead of us. We
commit to the strength, the endurance, and
the help needed to survive. Asking for help is
not weakness. Everybody in life needs help.
Most of all we commit to not let our burden
consume us, destroy us, or allow us to lose
ourselves in the process. We tell ourselves,
“ no matter what happens, I will be ok”.

CONTROL
A main source for unmanageability and
discourse is caused by trying to control things
that are out of our ability to control. Learning
to let go of what is out of your ability to control,
and having the courage to do something about
what you can control can drastically reduce
the out of control feeling life can bring.

CHALLENGE
Much of the research about resiliency and
hardiness speaks to how we choose to look at a
situation. Challenge, adversity, and pain are
essential to provide opportunities for growth.
Seeing our problems through a lens of
opportunity rather than suffering can help
provided a new perspective of hope that will
allow us to face our trials with gratitude.

“We must never forget that we may also nd meaning in life even when
confronted with a hopeless situation, when facing a fate that cannot be
changed. For what then matters is to bear witness to the uniquely human
potential at its best, which is to transform a personal tragedy into a triumph,
to turn one’s predicament into a human achievement. When we are no
longer able to change a situation… we are challenged to change ourselves.”

fi

–Viktor Frankl
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PAIN v. HOPE
• Often we look to increase pain, run from pain or use pain to try and motivate us is some way. Pain does
not motivate, but rather what ends up happening is the person begins to accept their pain and instead
welcome an old friend.
I will go the gym when I hate myself enough…
I will eat right when I mean enough…

PAIN

I will do my homework when I absolutely need to…
I will love myself when there is something worth loving…

HOPE

I will go the gym because I want to be proud when I look at myself…
I want to be a person who has a good relationship with food…
I want to be person who can manage time well…
I want to be someone who loves and accepts themselves…

HARDINESS

SELF ESTEEM
IDENTITY
ATTACHMENT

-

HOPE

STRONG CORE SELF

RESILIENCY

1.COMMITMENT
2. CONTROL
3. CHALLENGE

Purpose

RESILIENCE V. HARDINESS
Resilience 1.The capacity to recover quickly from difficulties; toughness.
II.The ability of a substance or object to spring back into shape; elasticity.

RESILIENCE
A hidden aspect of survival that allows a person to
endure the most heartbreaking aspects of the human
existence while holding on to and maintaining a
sense of self, joy and able to live a meaning and
purpose driven life. This untapped strength is directly
correlated to, and built from a lifetime of attachment
patterns, identity and self-esteem.

HARDINESS
The ability to endure life challenges
while holding on the the fundamental
principles that make up who you are. The
day-to-day habits, emotional regulation
and overall positive or negative outlook
on life and life’s possibilities.

CASE EXAMPLE

fi

fi

A 19 year-old male just begun college at a University came in reporting symptoms of
depression, Client reports being dissatis ed with life and nds no meaning in daily
activities. He reports that people are inauthentic and always have motive. He appears
to belief existentially there is no meaning to life. He reports suicidal ideation, intent
and has a date planned in which he will follow through. Reports he has a date of
suicide in January because his family has a trip in December for Christmas and he
does not want to ruin it. His family knows he is depressed, but has no idea about SI
or plan. He chose to go to college because his parents went there and that is just what
you do after High School, and he has to “keep to charade going”.

CLINICAL TREATMENT
1. Safety Plan/ Commitment to Treatment
2. Emotional Regulation, Distress Tolerance and Coping Skills

 


 


3. Pain V. Hope Installment

Reports Mom and Dad were good providers, and he got along alright with his siblings. Is
the oldest child, so mom and dad had to deal with younger siblings a lot of the time. As
long as he was a good kid, he had no problems. Mom reports they were young parents and
did their best. Open to maybe they made mistakes but feel like they were good parents
who loved him and tried. He reports bad days or hard days at school he never talked to dad,
either because he was not home, and/or because he was not good at the “emotional stu ”.
Mom was a little helpful, but often tried to x or reassure and felt uncomfortable talking to
mom about guy things, but would often become distracted by as younger sibling and not
nish the conversation .

ff
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Clinical observation indicated extremely disconnected from emotions. NO awareness, zero
to little emotional intelligence. Appears disconnected all together as a protective factor.
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ATTACHMENT

SELF-ESTEEM
Reports not having a ton of friends in high school but had some friends. The friends he did have
he reports as being inauthentic, confused at who they were, and trying to chase a facade of
approval and liking by others that he was not sure why the desired that so much. Self
exploration lead to identifying himself as the “chameleon effect”. Can not identify any values he
has, and if they are his or just what he thinks they should be based on what his parents or
friends in high school said. His friend group in college which is roommates and others he has
met in the dorm has become “like his family”. In fact he reports feeling more love and
connection to his college friends than toward his actual family. Anxiety about what they think of
him, do they like him, will they ghost him or stay friends for life are all questions that consume
every waking minute and bring intense anxiety and internal chaos. If he perceives he made a
mistake in front of them, he will be come preoccupied with the thought of being found out a a
fraud. The thought of hearing “ we don’t want to be your friend anymore” is debilitating.

IDENTITY
Is unsure who he is. Was unable to de ne values his lives by or wants
to live by. Did not feel he has any place or group of people he felt he
belonged or was accepted with. No hobbies, interests were stated to
be what he had to do rather than wanted to do, such as music.

fi

fi

fi

Is beginning to explore questions of sexual orientation, attraction and
belonging for the rst time. Did a values card sort and identi ed which
values he would like to have and live by. Has a friend group he feels he
belongs to and is accepted by.
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